ABSTRACT. The symbolic calculus of pseudodifferential operators of Mellin type is applied to study layer potentials on a plane domain 0+ whose boundary &0+ is a curvilinear polygon. A "singularity type" is a zero of the determinant of the matrix of symbols of the Mellin operators and can be used to calculate the "bad values" of p for which the system is not Fredholm on LP(&O+),
INTRODUCTION
Recently there has been considerable interest in using layer potentials to solve L P boundary value problems for elliptic operators and systems on a Lipschitz domain n+ in Rn. For the systems of elastostatics [DKV] and hydrostatics [FKV] , Dahlberg, Fabes, Kenig, and Verchota have used Rellich type identities to prove that the double layer potential integral equations yield a Fredholm operator of index 0 on L2(on+). For p =1= 2 only limited information is available on the boundary integral equations for general Lipschitz domains in R n . The general problem of the notion of symbol on the boundary of a general Lipschitz domain is still very much open.
In this paper we treat a very special case: a curvilinear polygonal domain in R2. In this 2-dimensional case a precise symbolic calculus of pseudodifferential operators of Mellin type is available. We show that certain double layer boundary integral equations yield operators which for all p, 2 ::; p < 00, are Fredholm operators of index 0 on LP(aO+). The singularities exhibited for p < 2 show the limitations of the general theory.
We develop the theory of double layer potentials for treating boundary value problems for second order elliptic systems in a plane domain 0+ which is bounded by a curvilinear polygon ao+. The double layer potential operators on LP(aO+) are interpreted as systems of pseudodifferential operators of Mellin type, or more simply Mellin operators, on L P (0, 1). A symbolic calculus for Mellin operators was developed by Lewis and Parenti [LP] and J. Elschner [E] . Our particular interest is to explicitly calculate the singularity types. A singularity type of a system of Mellin operators K is defined as a complex number zo' Re Zo = k, at which the determinant of the principal symbol, 5mbl~ (K) , vanishes. Elschner [E] has used singularity types to construct parametrices and develop asymptotic expansions for solutions of the equation Kf = g. For a different approach to a symbol map on curves with corners, see Costabel [C] .
In § 1 we describe the algebra of Mellin operators on the finite interval J == [0, 1] . We follow closely the notation of [E] since the parametrices have meromorphic symbols with poles at the singularity types.
In §2 we describe a class of double layer kernel operators and show that they are examples of Mellin operators; their principal symbols are calculated.
§3 gives a parametrization of a curvilinear polygon ao+ which reduces a system of double layer potential integral operators on L P (a 0+) to a big system of operators of Mellin type on L P (J). The part of the symbol arising from each vertex P k of ao+ is the same as for the corresponding operator in a plane sector of interior opening Ok. Theorem 2 shows that the "bad values" of p for which the operators are not Fredholm on L P (ao+) are the same as for the sector problems; for the "good values" of p, the index of the system on LP(aO+) can be calculated from the change in argument of the principal symbol for the sector problems and Theorem 1 yields the index. Theorem 2 should be considered as a localization result.
In §4 we apply our results to for the system of linear elastostatics:
The numbers ,U and A are the Lame moduli; we assume ,U > 0 and that -,U ::::; A ::::; +00. When A = -,U, the operator L is two copies of the Laplace operator; when A = +00, we interpret the operator as the Stokes system of hydrostatics:
Our interest is in the description of the singularities of solutions in terms of the interior angles ° at the vertices of ao+ and the parameter A. We state our results in terms of the normalized parameter b, defined as
so that 0::::; b ::::; 1.
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The boundary operator of physical significance is the traction operator. The
or in the case of the Stokes system ( ..1= +00 ),
where u i k = 8u)8xk . If iJ is the outward normal to n+ at a point P E 8n+ , the traction operator is
We shall also consider another conormal boundary operator
which for b = 0 reduces to the Neumann boundary operator. Let n-denote the complement of n+ u 8n+ . The boundary value problems we shall treat are
(2) The traction problems T±:
(3) The Neumann problems N±:
We represent the solutions of D ± as double layer potentials and the solutions of T ± and N ± as single layer potentials using the fundamental solution given by Kupradze [K, Chapter 9, (9. 2)]:
This fundamental solution satisfies
where the operator L is applied to the columns of the matrix r. When b = 1, we have n = m and as in Ladyzhenskaya [La, Chapter 3] introduce the fundamental pressure (row) vector:
so that {r, q} is a solution of the adjoint Stokes system
The solution of D ± is sought in the form of the double layer potential
Taking nontangential limits in L P (80.+) from inside and outside 0.+, and calling the resulting limits u~ , we obtain
where even in the case where 80.+ is flat the integral operator in (0-18) is not compact. In a like manner the solutions of T± and N± are represented in the form of a single layer potential (0) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) Applying the boundary operators T± and N± to Us we obtain integral equations which are adjoints to the double layer integral equations; e.g., [T±(us) 
zJ](P) = (Kirf(p).
In §4 we give explicit expressions for the kernels for elastostatics and hydrostatics in a plane sector.
In §5 we compute the symbols for the problems in a plane sector. Theorem 7 gives a very simple expression for the determinant of the matrix of symbols in terms of the parameter b and the interior angle e.
In §6, we calculate the singularity types of Ki . We first summarize the results in a a plane sector in Theorem 8. Theorem 8 shows that there is a contrast in the cases of a corner of 0.+ where 0.+ is convex (0 < e < 7C ), and the case of a reentrant corner ( 7C < e < 27C). We first note that when b = 0, the operator T z7 does not cover L; however, N z7 covers L for 0 :::; b :::; 1. The nature of the singularity types is lIn the case b = I , the kernel Tv(Q)(r(X -Q)) is replaced by
the stress tensor being applied to the columns of {r, q} .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Case I. For 0 < e < n, the Mellin operators ~ and K~ have the same singularities for 0 < b ::; 1. For 0 < b < 1 , there ar~ two singularity types in the strip 0 < Re z < 1 ; both singularity types are real and lie in (!, 1). When b = 1 , there is a value Yerit ::<::: 257°27' for which there are two singularity types for 0 < e < 2n -Yerit ; for 2n -Y erit ::; e < n, there is only one singularity type in the strip.
Case II. For n < e < 2n, the singularity types for ~ in the strip 0 < Re z < 1 are independent of b , lie in (!, 1) and approach ! as e approaches 2n; there is one singularity type in the strip for n < e ::; Yerit; a second singularity type develops for Yerit < e < 2n .
Finally, Theorem 9 summarizes the "good values" and "bad values" of p for the double layer potential integral equations on L P (8Q+) , where 8Q+ is a curvilinear polygon. For f E C;'(R+) define the Mellin transform of f by
00 tZ-1f(t)dt.
-0
Let 8 = -tdldt, and for a E L",p' we define the Mellin operator a(t,
If f E L P (J) let Rf be the reflection 
There are uniquely defined functions a 1 (z), al± (t) such that for all ¢,
Let 9f! J be the oriented boundary of the rectangle:
( 1-8)
P -100
, is the quadruple off unctions ao(k + i~),
The system A is elliptic on L P (J) 2 iff 5mbl ~ A is a nonsingular matrix on
The following is shown in [E, Theorems 4.4 and 4.6] and [LP, Theorems 4.1 and 4.2]. When double layer potentials on a curvilinear polygon an+ are reduced to a system of Mellin operators as in §3, the operators near t = 1 will correspond to a smooth part of an+ so that singularities at t = 1 will not appear; the 1 change in arg of det(Smbl p A) will occur entirely on the contour r! on the p left-hand side of (1-8).
EXAMPLES OF MELLIN OPERATORS
In this section we give examples of Mellin operators in Op La, 1 (J) .
1. The finite Hilbert transform H is defined by (2-1 )
, .
P -/00
p -/00 00)) and for
P -/00 
3. Let k(x, y) be a double layer kernel and 0 < {} < 2n. Define
Then Ke is a Hardy kernel operator with kernel
4. Let k(x, y) be a double layer kernel. Then
where
. {} .
This is simply the observation that if we let
is dominated by the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function of J and approaches
is given by (2-8).
5. Let k(x, y) be a double layer kernel. Let Y j , j = 1, 2, be two COO curves which intersect only at (0,0). Assume that dy/dtl = il. are unit
Then K'2 is a Mellin operator whose principal symbol is the same as that of the Hardy kernel operator with kernel
To show this we assume il, = (1,0) and il2 = (cos e, sine), 0 < e < 2n. 
J(t) f-+ :t 10' R(t, s)J(s) ds
can be dominated by a Hardy kernel operator.
6. Let y(t) , 0::; t ::; 1 , be a COO curve and k(x, y) a double layer kernel. Let
Then K; E Op Lo. 1 (J) and has the same symbol as nk(y (t))ldYldtIH. Ob-
s). \lk(y (t)(t -s) + re(t, s)) dr,
t -s 10 which gives rise to a compact operator on L P (J) .
7. In Example 6 assume that y is smooth for -1 :::; t:::; +1 and dy(O)/dt= ii. For 0:::; t :::; 1, let YI (t) = y(t), Y2(t) = y( -t). The operator KI2 of (2-9) has the same symbol as the Hardy kernel k(ii) t~I' The kernel s(t) = * t11 is the kernel for the Stieltjes transform and 5'(z) = cscnz [LP, (4.30) ). In particular, if we break a smooth curve y(t), -1 :::; t :::; 1 at t = 0 the Hilbert transform p.V. f~; k(y(t) -y(s))f(s)ldy/dsl ds is equivalent to the matrix of operators
which has principal symbol at t = 0 given by
Note that the characteristic polynomial of the matrix In (2-13) is p().)
LAYER POTENTIALS ON CURVILINEAR POLYGONS
Let n+ be a simply connected 3 domain in R2 whose boundary is a simple closed curvilinear polygon. As an+ is traversed in the counterclockwise
be the oriented piece of an+ between Pi and P j . Suppose that P2kP2k+~ 
3If n+ is multiply connected we apply the method to each component of an+ . 
Then at t = 0,
ELASTOSTATIC DOUBLE LAYER POTENTIALS IN A PLANE SECTOR
We give explicit calculations for the double layer potentials for the system of elastostatics and hydrostatics in a plane sector. In this section we fix e, o < e < 2n , and let Q+ be the sector of opening e:
( 4-1) Q + = {(x, y) : x = r cos ¢ , y = r sin ¢, 0 < r < 00, 0 < ¢ < e}.
Denote the two pieces of 8Q+ as SI = {(r, p): r > 0, p = O} and S2 = {(r, p): r = Icose, p = lsine, I> O}. We denote by vI = -j and V 2 = -sin Oi + cos OJ the exterior normals to 0+ along SI and S2' For a vector function f E L P (80+), let fl (t) = f(t, 0), f(t) = f(t cos 0, t sin 0) .
For (t, s) ti-80+ , the double layer potential is defined as in (0-17):
io V 2 We have (4-3)
s--->o±
T v2 (r,p)(r(t -lcosO, s -lsinO))((l)dl.
(4-4)
The singular integral operators in ~ II are multiples of the Hilbert transform by (2-6) and the operator Ki-2 is a 2 x 2 matrix of Hardy kernel operators with 5mbl~ (Ki-2) near t = 0 given by the Mellin transform of the kernel. 
Let g(x, y) be one of the scalar kernels in the matrix fundamental solution (0-13). Then kiF = -~iFyr and kiF = -~~ are double layer kernels according p r to (Definition 2.1). We consider the following scalar double layer potentials:
ug(t,s)= { :; {g(t-T,S-p)}!(T,p)da r p'
p ion+ up ,
uiF(t,s)= { ~ {r6'(t-T,S-p)}!(T,p)da r p'
Taking limits as s --+ O± , we obtain the following Mellin operators on e (R+) :
(4-10) 
Ki"!'(t) = lim roo -~g(t-T,S)!'(T)dT
= (OOk:"(~)!'(T)dT, P s--->o± io uy io p T T K~2f(t)= roo -~g(t-lcosO,-lsinO)f(l)dl = {OOkI2(~)f(l)dl.
2nlog((r-t) +(p-s)) +0
-h ko + k2
In (4-11) we have used the notation a and h for the distribution Mellin kernels o(t-l) and p.v'~t~1 respectively.
To show the explicit dependence of the kernels on the parameter b = }:21
(cf. (0-3) ), we note the following "tricks" which follow from (0-3) and (0-14):
We now give the structure of the operators Ki:'11 and K~II .
Theorem 3. Let ( 4-13)
(4-14 )
Proof. With v = -j, we have that
We apply T -( ) to the columns of the fundamental matrix r(t -r, s -p) lJ r, p and take limits as s ---> o± . As a sample calculation we calculate the kernel in the 2, 1 position. Using the kernel list (4-11), we obtain
The method of simplification to be consistently applied is to collect the coefficients of ,1. and .u and then to use the tricks (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) to write the coefficients in terms of b.
The remaining very tedious calculations are left to the reader. 0
To calculate the kernels in Ki-2 and K~ , we split the operators into ~2 = sin eKr. -cos eKr. , 
K~2r(t) = roo Nj(r(t -I cos e, -I sin e))r(l) dl,
, 10
Note that the (-1) from the orientation has been omitted in the definitions (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) and (4-19). (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) and (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) have the following structure: To simplify the coefficients of k1 and k3' collect the coefficients of ...1. and f..l, and apply the tricks (4-12) to obtain
Theorem 4. The operators in
In calculating the remaining kernels, note that the coefficients to be calculated for k? rs are the negatives of the coefficients calculated for ki 2 , sr . Note that UU = 12 and that det U = -1 0 Then it is "obvious" geometrically or may be verified by a calculation that
Hence both Ki and K~ have the structure
We let (; be the 4 x 4 matrix 
ur goa IS to express det K{.} ± K{.} U as the diuerence 0 two squares so that the zeroes can easily be found.
We shall call antireflective a matrix of the form C = (~~' ~'2); note that 12 " det C = C;l + C;2' We shall call reflective a matrix of the form D = (~" ~~2 );
12 II note that detD = -(d~1 + d~2)' Finally observe that if C is antireflective and
First we record the structure of 5mbl; (KtV) near t = O. If Ki-~ is as defined in (4-13), it is immediate that near t = 0,
sin nz 5mbl" (~o)(t, z) = cos nz the matrix in (S-4) is antireflective.
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To calculate the symbols of the Hardy kernel operators in (4-21), we give the Mellin transforms of the kernels. First we introduce
(5-6)
We list the following table of Mellin tranforms for the kernels kj(t) defined by (4-6):
For obvious reasons we note the following formulas which follow easily from (5-7) and the trigonometric addition formulas.
). The structure of the symbols of the operators (4-24) is explained in Theorem 6. We first introduce the reflective matrix . 1
The symbol of the operator Kb~ is a matrix of the form {z x antireflective+ reflective} and satisfies
Finally we are ready to calculate det K{o} ± K{.} U). To aVOld urther confusion, we now calculate det 5mbl* (Kt}) .
Theorem 7. We have that
LAYER POTENTIALS FOR ELASTOSTATICS AND HYDROSTATICS
Using (4-25), (5-10), and (5-11), the antireflective part of A± is (5-17)
which has determinant given by 71 (5-18) (sin nz ± bz sin 8 cos(n -
From (4-25) and (5-11), the reflective part of A± is
which has determinant given by (5-20)
In the last two terms of (5-21) we complete the square to obtain (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) t:
The two terms in {.} simplify respectively to -cos 2 nz sin 2 (n -8)z and -sin 2 nz cos 2 (n -8)z so that
From ( Remark.
(5-25)
J. E. LEWIS
In a similar manner we may calculate
.t:±(z) = det (sin nz(K;:11 ± K~?U)),
In the calculation the determinant of the reflective part is unchanged and for the determinant of the antireflective part (5-18) is replaced by
The final result is that ( 5-27)
As expected, det ( sin n z 5mbl p (~)) has the same form as
with the roles of () and 2n -() interchanged, since 2n -() is the "interior"
angle for the complement of Q+ .
THE SINGULARITIES OF THE PRINCIPAL SYMBOL
The zeroes and change in argument of det(Smbl t where -1 ::; a ::; 1 and 0 < y < 2n. An interesting discussion of all the complex zeroes of (6-1) is given in Vasilopoulos [V] or Karal and Karp [KK] .
Let g(Z) = sinZ/Z; of course g(Z) has simple zeroes at Z = ±nn, n = 1, 2, .... The next lemma is a summary of the remarks of [V, pp. 57 if.] and is proved using the Argument Principle.
Lemma 6.1. Let 0 < C < 1. Then the equation
has exactly one root in the strip 1 0 , rr ' has no roots in the strips 1(2n-l)rr, 2nrr' n = 1 , 2, ... , and has exactly two roots in the strips 1 2nrr , (2n+l)rr' n = 1 , 2, .... The equation
has no roots in the strips 1(2n-2)rr, (2n-l)rr' n = 1, 2, ... , and has exactly two roots in the strips 1(2n-l)rr, 2nrr' n = 1 , 2, ....
Proof. The lemma follows from calculating the change in argument of g(Z)±C
on the contours Inrr = {Z = nn + iY:
n n + Y We are now ready to announce the zeroes of det(Smbl t (~)). 2n -8 2 -b 2n -8 (6-6) Equation (6-6) has a root Zo in rO,1 for 0 < 8 < n (0:::; b < 1), or for only 0<8<2n-Y er it (b=1). Equation (6-7) has a root Zo in rO,1 for 0 < 8 < n (0:::; b :::; 1).
Let us now return to the problem on the domain n+ as described in §4. For fE L P (8n+) , let (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) Ki'f(P) = ±1f(P) + p.v. fan+ Tv(Q)(r(X -Q))f(Q) daQ , (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) Ki'f(P) = ±1f(P) + p.v. r Nv(Q)(r(X -Q))f(Q) da Q . lan+ is written as a big 4N x 4N system of Mellin operators as in (3-1) ff., the operators K(2i) of (3-3) correspond to the operator Kt} of (4-28) with e = e 2i ; the operators K(2i-l) of (3-3) correspond to the operator Kt} of (4-28) with e = n. Using Theorem 2, Theorem 7, and Theorem 8, we obtain Theorem 9. Let Kt} denote one of the operators (6-13) or (6-14). Then Proof. The determinant of the symbols of (6-13) and (6-14) are calculated using Theorem 2. Statements (1), (2), and (3) follow from the formulas (5-13) and (5-14). Statements (4) and (5) follow from Theorem 2, statements (8) and (9), applied to the operators (4-28). Statement (6) is the Index Theorem, Theorem 1. D Remarks. When uniqueness is shown for a double layer potential on L2(8n+) , for the "good values" of p the index on L P (8 n+) is the dimension of the kernel since uniqueness for the adjoint holds in L q (8n+), 2::; q < 00.
In contrast to the case of a finite interval, for the "good values" of p, the operators (4-28) have index = 0 on [L P (R+)]4. Cf. [E] or [LP, Definition 3.2] for the correct notion of principal symbol in this case; the change in argument of det(Smbl t Kr}) at t = 0 is killed by the change in argument at t = 00.
